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9 June 2009

Mr. Jan Fischer
President of the European Council
Office of the Government of the Czech Republic
nábřeží Edvarda Beneše 4
118 01, Prague 1
Czech Republic

Mr. Fredrik Reinfeldt
Incoming President of the European Council
Office of the Prime Minister
Rosenbad 4
SE-103 33 Stockholm

A sustainable solution for the Kosovo Roma refugees

Honourable President Fisher,
Honourable Incoming President Reinfeldt,

We are writing to you in order to bring to your attention the unresolved fate of several ten 
thousand Kosovo Roma who have been forced to leave their homes as a result of war and ethnic 
cleansing. Today, ten years after the end of the war, their case is still unresolved and calls for an 
urgent solution. 

Our organisation is extremely disturbed and alarmed by the recent signature between the Kosovo 
authorities and one host country and the ongoing negotiations for the signature of bilateral 
readmission agreements between the Kosovo authorities and the governments of host countries. 
Two weeks ago, we have witnessed the deportation of a young Rom and father of two German 
born children from Germany to Kosovo, in violation some of the most fundamental 
international human rights standards such as the protection of family life and in contravention of 
the UNHCR position on the need for continued international protection of individuals from 
Kosovo.

As a result of increasingly repressive policies and deportation threats, an unknown number of 
Kosovo Roma have left their first country of asylum, in order to seek for a better destiny abroad. 
This is particularly the case for Kosovo Roma who escaped to Germany, but also in Italy, 
following the adoption of anti-Roma policies by the Italian government. By virtue of the Dublin 
II convention, these refugees are now at risk of being deported back either to their first country 
of asylum or even to be forcibly returned to Kosovo or Serbia.

The situation is also particularly alarming in the countries of the region which probably still host 
the largest number of Kosovo Roma refugees, i.e., Serbia, Montenegro, and Macedonia, and to a 
minor extent, in Bosnia. In none of these countries did the Kosovo Roma have a true chance to 
have their right to asylum fulfilled, but have been accepted on the basis of ad hoc policies, which 



are now being phased as international assistance and attention lessen. They have actually become 
victims of changes in the European asylum policies in the post-Tampere period, the regional 
confinment of the refugees outside the borders of the EU, in countries which a themselves 
crippled by ethno-nationalist conflicts, and where the state of law is weak. Their living conditions 
are miserable and sometimes, such as in the IDP camps in Northern Kosovo, even live-
threatening. Just as for those who have been kept under temporary protection in EU member 
states, these refugees have been refused the chance to integrate and start a new life.

We are calling to the European Council and the governments of the EU members states to find a 
sustainable solution to this refugee crisis and provide the Kosovo Roma the possibility to rebuild 
their lives.

As an unforseen by-product or “collateral damage” of the bombing campaign, in which the EU 
was heavily involved, the plight of these people in a European issue. It is also European in that it 
affects one of the core areas of European policy makings, immigration and asylum policies, 
where we argue that the European Union cannot simply shift the burden of responsibility on 
countries, whose internal political system is weak and instable and whose human rights records 
poor.

We are calling for an immediate end of forced repatriations of Roma to Kosovo. Returns of 
Roma to Kosovo should take place on a strictly voluntary basis with returnees given guarantees 
for their basic safety.

We call for the launch of an EU-wide policy of regularisation of Kosovo Roma refugees, which 
should also include those Roma who left Kosovo before the war and have been “tolerated” on 
the basis of the political situation in their home country.

We call for the launch of integration programmes in the host countries of the region, under the 
guidance of the EU, which should also subsidise these programmes. They should comprise the 
construction of houses, job creation and training schemes.

Kosovo Roma refugees, though destitute, don’t come as beggars. Many of them had houses and 
companies in Kosovo. We are calling for the EU, which is present in Kosovo via EULEX and 
the European Commission Delegation, to push for the reopening of the property return process 
and compensation schemes as many Roma have been unable to seek their rights.

Finally, we call for a thorough and objective investigation of human rights abuses against Roma 
in Kosovo, including into cases of abduction and murder during and after the war, and the 
persecution and bringing before justice of suspected war criminals. This is not only a matter of 
justice, but also a necessary precondition for safe and sustainable returns.

We believe that these issues should be addressed as a priority issue in the context of the next 
council meetings. In order to enable Kosovo Roma to take part in the discussions surrounding 
their future, we request the EU to facilitate the creation of a representative body which could act 
as an interlocutor with the EU, international organisations and national authorities.

Thank you very much for your attention!

Respectfully,

Murat Haliti  Karin Waringo
Chachipe a.s.b.l.


